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Placing Journey Management and Working Alone compliance at your finger tips! 

Is employee health & safety one of your company’s key values? Whether for journey management or 
working alone, eJourneyManager is your partner in meeting that goal. Our product is a mobile app that has 
been developed, by health and safety professionals, to meet your needs and ensure your employees make 
it home safe every day. The app simplifies journey management and working alone for any size of company, 
in any industry. The importance of accountability for employees and contractors making journey’s or 
working alone has never been higher, and this app provides every aspect an employer may require.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

The app is designed with employee buy-in as its primary focus. Without adequate buy-in, a journey management or 
working alone program cannot be effective. eJourney has focused on creating an app with ease of use and simplicity 
in mind. We have also engineered out many of the falling points where outdated phone in or paper systems have 
failed. The result is a product that will not only ensure employee accountability and compliance with 
legislated/industry requirements, but ensure you can stick to your commitment of seeing your employees go home 
safe everyday! 

Are you struggling to find a journey management and/or working alone alternative that really works? Have you 
found there are few alternatives that offer everything you are looking for in a product? Are costs a 
consideration? We feel we can provide a product that is easy to use, comprehensive, provides excellent 
reporting and is less expensive than any solutions available on the market! 

 

Contact us today to view our promotional video or for a demonstration of the product. 

- LSD Locating & Directions - Automated Waypoint Check-in 
- Customizable Risk Assessment - Management Reporting 
- Management Trip Approval  - Return trip / Favorite trip tracking 
- GPS Tracking - Speed Tracking 
- Customizable Check-in  - Push Alert capabilities 
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